
Find/Replace for Clarity and Concision 

 

1.  There should be either one or two spaces between every sentence, but be consistent. Citations are 
sentences for purposes of this rule. Also, there is only one space between words. To make your 
paper consistent, use the find/replace function of Word. Find two spaces and replace with one. 
Note that the reverse (searching for one space and replacing that with two will cause all sorts of 
problems). 

2. Find “they” and “their.” Make sure the noun it refers to is plural. If it is not, either change the 
noun to a plural (e.g., student is changed to students) or change the pronoun to a singular pronoun 
(she, he, it). Use gender inclusive pronouns, but don’t accomplish that goal by using “their” when 
the antecedent is singular (“student”).  

3. Find “they.” If “they” is referring to a court, legislature, government agency, corporation, or other 
organization, change “they” to “it.”  

4. Find the following phrases and delete them: “It is important to note,” “I am of the opinion that,” 
“I think that,” “It is of significance,” “It is interesting,” and “Let it be emphasized.” 

5. Find “this is” or “that is.” If there is no noun following the phrase, add one (“this” or “that” 
should used to modify a noun, not to replace a noun). Example: “However, this is irrelevant 
because . . . .” becomes “However, this fact is irrelevant because . . . .”  

6. Find these phrases: relating to; concerning; pertaining to. . . These phrases are often used to 
vaguely suggest some connection between ideas. Revise the sentence to make the connection direct 
and clear.  

7. Find close-quotation marks and a period: ”.  Replace that with .” Repeat with commas: replace ”, 
with ,”  

(A period or comma at the end of a quotation belongs inside the final quotation marks. 
Consult a grammar guide regarding the placement of other punctuation marks with 
quotation marks.) 

8. Find these phrases: “There is,” “There are,” or “It is.” If they are starting a sentence, revise the 
sentence (these phrases generally introduce unnecessary wordiness).  

9. Find ‘t—revise to eliminate the contraction 

10. Find “whether or not”—eliminate the “or not” 

11. Find “in order to” and “in order for”—eliminate “in order” 

12. Find “prior to”—change to “before” 

13.  Find “because the fact that”—change to “because” 

14 Find “despite the fact that”—change to “despite” 

15.  Find “in some instances”—change to “sometimes” or “when” 

16.  Find “in a situation in which”—change to “when” 

17. Find “in the majority of instances”—change to “usually” or “generally” or “typically” or “often” 

18. Find “during the time that”—change to “when” 

19.  Find “there were,” “there was,” “there is,” and “there are.” If the word “that” or “which” follows 
shortly thereafter, see if you can delete all three words. E.g., “There are three cases that support 
this argument.” becomes “Three cases support this argument.” 

20.  Find “the court held that.” If the sentence is stating a rule, delete this text and just state the rule.  


